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WELCOME!
On behalf of the San Diego Chapter of the American Marketing Association and the
conference planning committee welcome to the Art of Marketing: The Future is WOW
Conference! We are delighted you have joined us for a day of world class talks, panel
discussions, networking, and fun. The participation of so many marketing trend leaders at
this conference underscores our conference theme, The Future is WOW! The future of
marketing is indeed astonishing. The advances in the marketing discipline are rapid and
varied, and were spurred on by our global shared experience of needing to interact virtually
or not at all during the pandemic.
We have quite a day planned for you today with:
Three keynotes – Disney, Snap, and Qualcomm
Four tracks featuring with a total of 12 speakers
The Future is WOW
Amplifying DEI
Like, Tweet, Snap, Tik … What’s Next
The Future is Now
Morning, midday, and evening networking opportunities
The Agency Lounge
The Partner Plaza
Breakfast, lunch, and morning and afternoon refreshments
We hope you enjoyed the conference last night’s “Welcome Reception” hosted by the
Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego (MCASD) in La Jolla and sponsored by Fashion
Valley, Simon Properties. Please join us for our Farewell Reception this evening from 5 PM
to 7 PM in the idyllic courtyard of the Knauss Center for Business Education.
There are many volunteers here at the conference to help you should you require assistance.
There is a concierge table in in front of the fountain outside the Kroc Institute for Peace and
Justice facility. Also, there are many volunteers who are wearing bright orange conference
branded t-shirts who are available to help you find your way, answer your questions, or
direct to you refreshments when you need them.
We would like to extend our sincere thanks and gratitude to all the people who have made
this conference possible including our conference committee, our generous sponsors and
speakers, and especially to our presenting sponsor, the marketing department of the Knauss
School of Business at University of San Diego.

With appreciation and gratitude,

Kirsty Nunez

Andrew Cortez

CO-CHAIR

CO-CHAIR

KEYNOTE
Jim Real
VICE PRESIDENT,
GLOBAL CREATIVE AT WALT DISNEY PARKS
Jim Real is a passionate global creative leader who’s successfully led
major integrated campaigns for some of the world’s top brands, including
American Honda, Microsoft and the Walt Disney Company. He is an
expert at uncovering the human truths and insights that ultimately led to
award-winning, results-getting work across multiple screens. Jim has been
recognized by every major award show in the country, including The One
Show, CA, the National ADDYs, MPA Kelly Awards and the ADC. He is
also proud to be nurturing and inspiring the next generation of creative
leaders as a faculty member of the Otis College of Art and Design.
Jim’s current role is as Vice President, Creative at Walt Disney Parks,
Experiences + Products, Yellow Shoes.

BREAKOUT SESSION 1
Melinda Hightower
MANAGING DIRECTOR, HEAD OF
MULTICULTURAL STRATEGIC CLIENT
SEGMENTS, UBS
An accomplished strategist with a commitment to inclusive growth, Melinda
(Mel) Hightower currently heads the UBS Multicultural Investors Segment
within Wealth Management USA. In this role, Mel is responsible for the firm’s
strategy to connect with multicultural communities, cultivate an inclusive
investor experience, and support the growth of multicultural and allied financial
advisors. Her team develops strategic marketing initiatives, champions product
and solutions innovation, and identifies new business opportunities. Mel has a
Juris Doctor from the University of Virginia School of Law, a Master of Business
Administration from the University of Chicago Booth School of Business and a
Bachelor of Science from the Cornell University School of Industrial and Labor
Relations. A Detroit native, she currently lives in San Francisco.
PRESENTATION
As wealth becomes more diverse, how should brands credibly and authentically
engage affluent multicultural clients? UBS’s 2022 Invest to Advance report,
which explored the wealth journeys of over 5,000 investors in the U.S. with at
least $1 million in investable assets, provides valuable insights into multicultural
investors’ financial behaviors, priorities, and opportunities for the future. Join
executive Mel Hightower as she outlines key discoveries in her team’s research
about preferences of affluent multicultural consumers. Get an inside look at
UBS’s insights-driven, agile approach to establishing a multicultural marketing
strategy and lessons learned along the way.

Aron North
CMO AND COMMERICAL OWNER, MINT MOBILE
Aron North is a marketer who employs strategic thinking, observation, intuition, and
common sense. He is the Chief Marketing Officer for Mint Mobile, a player-coach,
and disruption fan. Previously, Aron was the SVP of Marketing and Creative for Ultra
and Mint Mobile, the Director of Advertising and Branded Content at Taco Bell, a
consultant to Pizza Hut, and the President/Owner of Perfect Beverage LLC.
PRESENTATION
Aron North, CMO of Mint Mobile, will be discussing the brand’s disruptive nature
through some innovations in the historically tired wireless category and the marketing
moments the brand has been able to create from each. From ‘UnliMINTed’ data plans
to the recent shift from physical SIM to eSIM, Aron will touch on how marketing
as a challenger brand impacts marketing execution and how Mint’s embrace of the
challenger mindset is changing wireless for the better.

Erika DiProfio
ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT GLOBAL BRAND
ADVERTISING, VISIT CALIFORNIA
Erika considers herself a native Californian - she moved here with her family in
1987 and decided she didn’t want to live anywhere else. Since moving to San
Diego, Erika has traveled the state from deserts to mountains and from beaches
to wine country. As a graduate of San Diego State University, she has had the
pleasure of working with amazing brands and destinations such as The San Diego
Museum of Art, Omni Hotels & Resorts, W Hotel, Slater’s 50/50, Souplantation,
SeaWorld and Sesame Place California, and is now leading the global brand
advertising program for Visit California.
PRESENTATION
The pandemic changed consumer behaviors so fast, our marketing heads are
still spinning. We are all playing catch up while one of the most critical media
channels that has us rethinking everything is social media. Hear about how your
brand should NOT have a social media strategy…but a social media CHANNEL
strategy. Spoiler Alert: your asset creation plan better include short form video
and you better have paid dollars budgeted for each social media channel.

Katie Lechner
HEAD OF UX RESEARCH, GOOGLE SEARCH
The notion of leading through listening has been the foundation of Katie’s
Lechner’s 25+ year professional journey. Katie’s career has been predominantly
as an Insights Strategist in the business world within Retail Apparel and most
recently technology. Prior to that, Katie was a change management technology
consultant and an intern in a 4th grade class at UCLA’s Seeds Elementary.
Katie’s passion to help others has been the thread that links her various stages
of her career and her commitments in the not-for-profit space. Katie has a BA
in English Literature from UCLA and an MBA from Paul Merage’s School of
Business at UC Irvine.
BRINGING EMPATHY TO A DATA-DRIVEN ORGANIZATION
In today’s world, behavioral data is plentiful and has its uses. How might we as
brand and product lead sets marry great data with empathy to great truly valued
products. In this session, here how a technology-led organization is infusing
human needs to drive product success.

KEYNOTE
Katie Babineau
GLOBAL HEAD OF CONSUMER
MARKETING SNAPCHAT
Katie has spent her career building community and go-to-market strategies for
brands like Sony, GoPro, Apple and Snapchat. With a passion for fast-pace,
emerging tech, she’s helped bring many new innovations to market including 4K
Television, NFC, Mirrorless Cameras, POV Cameras, Aerial Cameras, and most
recently AR Glasses.
AUGMENT YOUR BRAND FOR THE FUTURE
How will you connect with consumers as the internet evolves? Web3,
Metaverse, AR, VR — unsure where to start? Why should you care? Let’s chat
about where you can drive future impact for your business…today. With 250
million people using Augmented Reality via Snapchat daily, and Snapchat AR
fueling modern-day consumer experiences like in-game interactions on the
Jumbotron at Sofi Stadium - the opportunity to drive business impact is real.
Join Katie Babineau, Global Head of Marketing for Snapchat as she shares how
brands can innovate in the AR space to build a more immersive relationship with
their customer. Learn more about this emerging tech, consumer adoption, and
how Marketers can lead the charge to help augment their business for the future.

BREAKOUT SESSION 2
SESSION: THE FUTURE IS/ISN’T WOW
What does it mean to wow? Ryan Berman (Courageous, founder) broaches the topic in a lively conversation
with panelists Aki Martin (HP, Head of Marketing North America PC’s & Gaming), Andrew Vassiliadis (San
Diego Loyal, Chairman), and Derek Walker (Brown & Browner, Owner). Each will share “wow” moments
they’ve experienced via their customers, companies, and communication. From global to local, topics covered
in this session include trend predictions on our future, the importance of winning over a fickle city that’s
used to seeing their beloved sports team’s move north, and the deep, dark secrets no one wants to address
regarding diversity, equity, and inclusion. We’ll also hear how each panelist goes about delivering wow in their
business — internally, with consumers, and throughout marketing.

Ryan Berman
COURAGEOUS FOUNDER,
PANEL MODERATOR
Ryan Berman spent 20 years in the courageous ideas space. Today, he’s the
founder of Courageous, the host of The Courageous Podcast, a keynote speaker,
and the author of the book Return On Courage. While most consultants are
proficient at making you think. Very few also make you feel and do. This year
Courageous has worked with Deloitte, Church & Dwight, The LA Galaxy, Kraft
Heinz, and Kellogg’s. They are an ally to any partner looking to create clarity and
fight the realities of corporate fear while driving belief across their organization.
Take on tomorrow at www.couragebrands.com.

Aki Martin
NORTH AMERICA CONSUMER PCS &
GAMING, HEAD OF MARKETING, HEWLETT PACKARD
Aki has 25 years of marketing experience, majority of which were spent in
brand strategy and client service roles at various agencies. A brand builder
and storyteller at heart, she has managed accounts in virtually every business
category ranging from consumer tech, healthcare, CPG, hospitality and
footwear, working with brands such as Sony, Qualcomm, Hilton Hotels, Caesars
Entertainment, and New Balance to name a few. For the last 5 years, she has
worked for HP, as the global marketing lead for Premium Consumer Personal
systems, then taking on the role of Head of North America Marketing for
Consumer PCs and Gaming.

Andrew Vassiliadis
SAN DIEGO LOYAL CHAIRMAN
Andrew Vassiliadis is Chairman of San Diego Loyal Soccer Club—a member of
USL Championship, one of the most competitive pro soccer leagues in the world.
The youngest principal owner in USL Championship, Vassiliadis utilizes the
club as a platform to better his hometown and engage his community. Vassiliadis
launched the club in 2019, having witnessed firsthand the unifying impact that
soccer can have on a community. With the creation of Loyal Select, his youth
club academy team, Andrew is committed to developing a true professional
pathway for elite players in the region while solidifying San Diego as the soccer
capital of the country.

Derek Walker
BROWN & BROWNER
Instigator, janitor, secretary, mailroom person and owner of Brown & Browner
advertising. After a lifetime of being paid to promote other people, their
company, product or service, I’ve grown to dislike talking about myself. Who am
I kidding, I never liked talking about me. I’m a creative, who has been blessed
to work in advertising for nearly 30 years. I’ve worked at great shops, and I’ve
worked at bad shops (so bad). I’ve done work that I am so proud of, and then I
have done work that years of therapy is just now helping me recover from. I’m a
creative. I’m an instigator. I love starting stuff.

SESSION: DEI STEWARDSHIP IN ARTS AND CULTURE
From programming to changes in corporate policies, arts organizations across the country are collaborating to encourage
diversity, equity, and inclusion in the sector. How do you make people feel that the organization belongs to them and
they belong to the organization? Our panelists will discuss why today is more important than ever to honor diversity and
promote equity and inclusion in the Cultural Arts and share how they contribute to this movement.

Kelly Huang
BOARD DIVERSITY ADVOCATE AND LEADERSHIP COACH, FORBES
COACHES COUNCIL, PANEL MODERATOR
Kelly brings 20+ years of Asian business development, entrepreneurial
marketing, and management training experience to her role as a board diversity
advocate and executive leadership coach. During her 10-year board tenure at
American Money Management, she led the audit committee to provide oversight
to a $20 million mutual fund. She is also the former co-chair for Women in
Bio’s Boardroom Ready program which has added 125+ board placements out
of 150 female life-science executives. In coaching science and technology
entrepreneurs, she has helped founders scale their growing ventures as well as
raised early seed funding. Kelly has also leveraged the management insights and
thought leadership developed at Harvard Business School Publishing (HBP) to
roll out online leadership training programs for Fortune 500 mid-level managers.
Kelly started her career in sales and marketing at IBM and then moved to China
business development at Monsanto.

Felicia Shaw
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
WOMEN’S MUSEUM OF CALIFORNIA
Felicia W. Shaw is a seasoned professional in nonprofit arts management - a
career that has spanned more than 30 years. She served in executive and director
leadership positions with the Regional Arts Commission of St Louis, San Diego
Foundation, and City of San Diego Commission for Arts and Culture before
joining the Women’s Museum of California, where she now serves as Executive
Director. A life-long advocate for the arts, Ms. Shaw volunteers on the board
of Californians for the Arts and is the Board Chair of the San Diego Regional
Arts and Culture Coalition. Previously she served on the boards of Grantmakers
in the Arts and CERF+, a nationally based nonprofit serving the needs of craft
artists in the U.S. Felicia participates in San Diego’s philanthropic community
as a Women Give San Diego member and contributor to other art, culture, and
social justice causes.

David Bennett
GENERAL DIRECTOR, SAN DIEGO OPERA
David Bennett is the General Director of San Diego Opera. Under his leadership
since 2015, the Company has embarked on a series of community-based
initiatives including a citywide Listening Tour series, free public performances,
and family-friendly operas to better serve the diverse San Diego region. In
2016, the Company debuted its wildly popular dētour Series, which explores
the expressive nature of opera with the potency of intimate theater. Prior to
San Diego Opera, David was Gotham Chamber Opera’s Managing Director and
Executive Director, and prior to that was at Dance New Amsterdam (DNA),
Lower Manhattan’s center for dance education, creation, and performance,
where he served as Managing Director. Before working in Arts Administration,
he enjoyed a successful career in opera, appearing as a baritone with a number of
companies and orchestras throughout the United States.

Russell (Russ) Sperling
DIRECTOR, VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS,
SAN DIEGO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Russ Sperling is Director of Visual and Performing Arts (VAPA) for San Diego
Unified School District. He is responsible for all components of arts education
in California’s second largest school district. Under his leadership, the district
has adopted two Strategic Arts Education Plans, one in 2016 and one in 2022,
both resulting in substantial increases in district support for arts education. He
led the establishment of the non-profit VAPA Foundation in 2017, that raises
funds to enhance arts education in San Diego schools. Mr. Sperling currently
serves as Board President for Diversionary Theatre, the third oldest LGBT
theatre in the U.S. He is a founder and remains the lead coordinator of the San
Diego Pride Youth Marching Band. Mr. Sperling has served as Western Division
President of the National Association for Music Education (NAfME) and also
as President of the California Music Educators Association (CMEA). He is
the founding President and present board member of the San Diego Winds, a
professional wind ensemble, and he is the Director of the Grossmont College
Concert Band.

Fernando Lopez
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SAN DIEGO PRIDE
Lopez moved to San Diego in 1999 as a homeless youth and has since become
a prominent LGBTQ community leader through their work with organizations
such as Equality California and Marriage Equality USA, advocating for the rights
of LGBTQ individuals, couples, and families. At San Diego Pride, Fernando
and their team are responsible for putting on this region’s largest one-day civic
event – the San Diego Pride Parade, and the largest two-day event – the San
Diego Pride Festival. The festival generates over one million dollars in ticket
sales annually and Pride Weekend has an economic impact of over $30 Million.
Funds raised from these events help continue the organization’s year-round
education and advocacy with over 30 different programs, and has given over 3.2
million dollars worth of proceeds back to LGBTQ serving organizations locally,
nationally, and globally making San Diego Pride the most philanthropic Pride in
the world.

Lauren Thomas
SENIOR MANAGER, COMMUNICATIONS
AND SOCIAL, INTUIT
Lauren Thomas develops social media strategies for billion-dollar brands. A
digital marketing strategist with 12+ years of experience, Lauren has worked with
Fortune 500 companies including: Intuit, AT&T, The Coca-Cola Company and
Macy’s. She currently leads social media for Intuit TurboTax. Lauren taps into
pop culture trends and leverages established and emerging platforms to engage
consumers in fresh ways. As a speaker, Lauren shares social media tips and
trends with a dash of pop culture and a side of straight talk to inspire audiences
to create innovative campaigns that build the bottom line.
TRENDSPOTTING THROUGH TRANSITIONS: HOW TO STAY ON TOP OF
WHAT’S NEW…AND WHAT’S NEXT
As the pace of change continues to accelerate, marketers must connect the
digital dots to deliver impactful campaigns. How do you connect with consumers
in an ever-evolving digital landscape? How do you determine which trends
are right for your brand? In this session, learn how to spark innovation with a
culture-first framework and tap into trends with a test-and-learn philosophy.

Adam Fox
HEAD OF LOYALTY AND DIGITAL
EXPERIENCE, RUBIOS
Adam is a strategic and transformational marketing leader who’s passionate
about creating and executing marketing strategies that deliver great customer
experiences, drive revenue, and build brand loyalty. Adam has led marketing
communications, digital marketing and martech teams at leading retail and
restaurant brands including Petco, QDOBA and Rubio’s, where he currently
oversees loyalty, digital experience and media.
PRESENTATION
The future is now and the future is digital. But how do you evolve a brand that
was born in the pre-digital era? Join Adam Fox as he discusses how to drive
transformation from the analog to the digital world.

BREAKOUT SESSION 3
Stephanie Liu
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS,
AGORAPULSE
Stephanie Liu is a live video strategist for brands and entrepreneurs–from
moonwalkers to MasterChefs–who want to go from unknown to unforgettable.
A digital marketing expert with 15 years of ad agency experience, she has helped
thousands of her clients and students get on the Fascination Fast Track™ to
ignite their ideas and become confident on camera. Stephanie is the host of
Lights, Camera, Live, and the co-founder of Leap Into Live Streaming Bootcamp.
She has spoken at Social Media Marketing World, VidCon, Podcast Movement,
and many more. Stephanie is the co-author of Ultimate Guide to Social Media,
published by Entrepreneur Press. She lives in San Diego, CA.
LIVE SELLING - THE FUTURE OF RETAIL
Live selling is projected to become a $25B (yes BILLION) market by 2023.
Blending entertainment with instant checkouts, live commerce offers retailers,
brands, and content creators a new channel to reach and engage audiences. In
this session, Stephanie takes you on a journey of the future of retail. How and
where does live selling fit in and how can you leverage this new technology to
turn browsers into buyers?

Carlos Saavedra
VICE PRESIDENT BRAND MANAGEMENT, TARGET
Carlos Saavedra is currently Vice President, Brand Management at Target.
In this role, Carlos leads a world-class team of brand builders responsible for
architecting strategic roadmaps for Target’s portfolio of 45+ owned brands
representing over $30 Billion in annual sales, delivering accelerated enterprise
growth and increased guest loyalty. Carlos joined Target in 2019 as Vice
President, Brand Marketing where he was responsible for brand stewardship &
campaign development for Seasonal & Always On initiatives including Holiday,
Back-to-School/College, Target Run, Brand Reputation, Inclusive Marketing,
and Digital & Social Engagement. Prior to joining Target, Carlos spent 18 years
at PepsiCo, a global food & beverage giant, in a wide variety of innovation,
communications, and commercial marketing roles across iconic brands including
Gatorade, Pepsi, Mountain Dew, and Tropicana.
BUILDING BRANDS FOR ALL:
HOW TARGET IS FUTURE-PROOFING ITS PORTFOLIO
In this session, learn how Target’s portfolio of owned brands build loyalty, trust
and differentiation for the retailer - in addition to delivering over $30 Billion in
annual sales. Hear how inclusion is a core value to ensure their brands deliver on
Target’s purpose of helping all families discover the joy of everyday life.

Lisa Tomaseli
DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT,
SHOWTEC FIRESIDE CHAT INTERVIEWER
Lisa Tomaselli is the Director of Business Development at ShowTec, a global
high-performance creative design production company. As a senior member of
ShowTec’s executive team, she cultivates new business relationships and helps
clients elevate their brand strength & messaging through dimensional, dynamic,
and distinctly creative forums. She joined ShowTec after more than a decade at
ABC News 20/20 as an Award-winning Producer working on high-profile projects
covering the world’s biggest newsmakers and events. Drawing on 20 years of
experience in global broadcast journalism and entertainment production.

Marina Mogilko
CO-FOUNDER AND COO, LINGUATRIP
A content creator and marketing specialist with 10+ years of experience, Marina
Mogilko has built a social media following of millions of people including 9M
on YouTube (channels - Silicon Valley Girl, Linguamarina, Marina Mogilko),
2.7M on TikTok, and almost 1M on Instagram. Her language learning company
LinguaTrip has over 80,000 clients. Marina Mogilko taps into content creation
trends and leverages established and emerging platforms to engage consumers
in fresh ways. At LinguaTrip Marina runs marketing strategy and social media.
As a speaker, Marina will be talking about building social media presence and
community in 2022 using short videos and interaction with followers.
PRESENTATION
Short videos and user-generated content is the present and the future of B2C
marketing and community-building strategies. Marina will discuss the main
platforms’ algorithms and best practices. You will leave with practical tips on
how to utilize this format for non-paid exponential growth.

Reid Carr
CEO, RED DOOR INTERACTIVE
Reid Carr has built Red Door Interactive to be a nationally renowned, fullservice marketing agency with hubs in San Diego and Denver. Reid has evolved
this independent agency over the last 20 years and has been awarded for tactical
expertise, fast growth, and effective culture by Advertising Age, Inc. Magazine.
Red Door’s approach to client engagements allows them to solve enterprise
marketers’ challenges around stakeholder alignment, cross-department silos,
resourcing, and measurement for clients such as Bosch, Titleist, Sun Bum, Shea
Homes, Stone Brewing, and more.
THE FUTURE IS NOW
As we approach the end of 2022, we are knee-deep in a new surge of buzzwords:
Web 3, Blockchain, NFTs, Crypto, GA4. We haven’t seen this kind of buzzy
activity since the seemingly endless “Year of Mobile” that lasted nearly a decade.
This session will address key trends that are in process now, how to make sense
of them as marketers, and then encourage a thoughtful process of how you can
prepare for the future in practical ways. Attend this session and you will come
away with ideas about how to think about the marketing future, now.

KEYNOTE
Andrea Hogan
SR DIRECTOR MARKETING AND
CHANNEL SALES, NORTH AMERICA, QUALCOMM
Andrea is the Head of Marketing and Sales for North America at Qualcomm
managing global 360° integrated marketing collaborations with OEM customers
(including Google, Facebook, Intel, Microsoft, Motorola, Sony Mobile, Lenovo,
HP, Dell, Bose, and Fossil) as well as with retail channel partners (such as
Amazon, Walmart, and Best Buy). In this position, Andrea manages brand /
digital campaigns, events, sponsorships, and public relations and has played
a vital role driving brand awareness, advocacy and conversion of Snapdragon
based products.
THE NEW ERA OF MARKETING LIES AT THE INTERSECTION OF
TECHNOLOGY AND HUMANITY
There has never been a more exciting or challenging time to be a marketer.
Technology and digitization have been changing the landscape of marketing for
years, but very specific forces have now firmly placed marketing in the eye of the
storm. Marketing, the discipline, is undergoing its most radical change and it’s
landscape will never be the same. The pandemic accelerated the shift to digital
platforms and fueled further technology innovation, the so called “next tech”
which is further fueling this fire of change. Amidst this digital backdrop there
are also unprecedented socio-economic forces are at play poising formidable
challenges such as a new generation of consumers, prosperity polarization and
an increasing digital divide. Understanding these challenges and grasping these
technologies sooner rather than later will determine the fate and durability of
today’s marketer.

Frank Cowell
PRESIDENT, AMA SAN DIEGO
FIRESIDE CHAT INTERVIEWER
Frank Cowell is a speaker, best-selling author, and entrepreneur in the San
Diego, California area. With over 20 years of digital marketing experience,
Frank works regularly with executive teams who are looking to grow faster and
smarter. Frank is author of Building Your Digital Utopia, which details a concept
he pioneered to help brands create digital experiences that systematically
accelerate growth. An energetic and entertaining speaker, Frank presents
regularly to regional and national organizations on topics related to revenue
operations, business strategy, and digital marketing.
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SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE
TIME
9:00 AM to 10:00 AM

Keynote
Jim Real, Vice President, Global Creative at Walt Disney Parks, Disney

10:30 AM to 11:15 AM

Breakout Session 1
Aron North, CMO and Commerical Owner, Mint Mobile
Melinda Hightower, Managing Director, Head of Multicultural Strategic Client Segments, UBS
Erika DiProfio, Associate Vice President Global Brand Advertising, Visit California
Katie Lechner, Head of UX Research, Google Search

11:45 AM to 12:30 PM

Networking Lunch

12:30 PM t0 1:40 PM

Keynote
Katie Babineau, Global Head of Consumer Marketing, Snapchat

2:00 PM to 2:45 PM

Breakout Session 2
Ryan Berman, Courageous Founder Panel Moderator
Aki Martin, North America Consumer PCs & Gaming, Head of Marketing, Hewlett Packard
Andrew Vassiliadis, San Diego Loyal Chairman
Derek Walker, Brown & Browner
DEI Stewardship in Arts and Culture
Kelly Huang, Board Diversity Advocate and Leadership Coach, Forbes Coaches Council,
Panel Moderator
Fernando Lopez, Executive Director, San Diego Pride
Felicia Shaw, Executive Director, Women’s Museum of California
David Bennett, General Director, San Diego Opera
Russell (Russ) Sperling, Director, Visual and Performing Arts, San Diego Unified School District
Lauren Thomas, Senior Manager, Communications and Social, Intuit
Adam Fox, Head of Loyalty and Digital Experience, Rubios

3:00 PM to 3:45 PM

Breakout Session 3
Stephanie Liu, Director of Communications, Agorapulse
Carlos Saavedra, Vice President Brand Management, Target
Lisa Tomaseli, Director of Business Development, ShowTec, Fireside Chat Interviewer
Marina Mogilko, Co-Founder and COO, Linguatrip
Reid Carr, CEO, Red Door Interactive

4:00 PM to 5:00 PM

Keynote
Andrea Hogan, Sr Director Marketing and Channel Sales, North America, Qualcomm
Frank Cowell, President, AMA San Diego, Fireside Chat Interviewer

5:00 PM to 7:00 PM

Farewell Networking Reception

TRACKS

LOCATION
KIPJ Theatre

The Future is Wow

KIPJ Conference Room A

Amplifying DEI

KIPJ Theater

Like, Tweet, Snap, Tik … What’s Next

KCBE 102 - Graduate Classroom

The Future is Now

KCBE - Nexus Theater
Garden of the Sea

KIPJ Theatre
The Future is Wow

KIPJ Theatre

Amplifying DEI

KCBE 102 - Graduate Classroom

Like, Tweet, Snap, Tik … What’s Next

KCBE - Nexus Theater

Future is Now

KIPJ Conference Room A

The Future is Wow

KCBE 102 - Graduate Classroom

Amplifying DEI

KCBE - Nexus Theater

Like, Tweet, Snap, Tik … What’s Next

KIPJ Conference Room A

Future is Now

KIPJ Theatre

KIPJ Theatre

KCBE Courtyard

“

Many thanks to the AMA San Diego Art of Marketing: The Future is WOW
Conference committee, sponsors, speakers, and the conference presenting sponsor
the Marketing Department of the Knauss School of Business at University of San
Diego for giving back to the San Diego marketing community by putting on this
world-class conference. Q2 Insights is proud and grateful to be in partnership with
so many marketing professionals who are willing to share their time and expertise.

CUSTOM RESEARCH FROM
BIG AGENCY TALENT WITH
SMALL AGENCY TOUCH
We are a full-service research agency delivering insights
vital to strategic and tactical brand decisions

AREAS OF EXPERTISE INCLUDE:
• Customer Understanding

• Communications Research

• Competitor Analysis

• Satisfaction & Loyalty

• Brand Strategy & Performance

• Segmentation

• Brand Tracking / Brand
Strength Monitoring

• Marketing Potential & Pricing

• Market Analysis

• Economic Analysis & Forecasting
• Product Development

“

SPONSORS

A successful brand is the result of
sound strategy & personalized creative.

Strategy

Identity

Design

Comprehensive Research

Personality

Collateral & Packaging

Brand Audit

Visual & Voice

Web Design & Video

Competitive Analysis

Logo & Mark

Marketing & Advertising

Consumer Journey

Key Messaging

Brand Experience

Architecture & Positioning

Color & Type Systems

Tradeshows & Events

Attributes & Values

Brand Standards

Interior Branding

FOUNDATION

DEVELOPMENT

EXECUTION

5230 Carroll Canyon Road, N° 210 San Diego, CA 92121 buchanandesign.com

